Let A be a commutative algebra over a field F of characteristic not two. We do not assume that A is associative, nor that A has a unit element 1. For α ini, let L(a) denote multiplication by a in 
e., L(a)x -ax for x in A. Let L(A) denote the vector space of linear mappings I/(α), a in A. Let H(A) be the Lie algebra generated by L(A). H(A) = H~(A) + H + (A), where H~(A) is the space spanned by commutator products of an odd number of elements of L(A), and
and J^M) =j\(M)®MφM 9 and
note that i(M)*^i(M), then we see that I(M) is an ideal in 2(A).
In this note, we shall give an •example to show that J^M) need not be an ideal in 2(A). We first 260 EARL J. TAFT note some equivalent conditions for J^M) to be an ideal of 2(A).
THEOREM. Let A be a commutative admissible algebra, M an ideal of A. Then the following three conditions are equivalent:
(
Proof. ( (
Hence T* e j\(M).
If we write U = U~ + U + , U~ e H~(A) y
, so T = 0. This proves the theorem. We remark that (1) ==> (2) follows from (2.8) of [1] . 9 so A is admissible. Hence the conditions of the theorem hold for any ideal in a commutative Jordan algebra with unit element.
If A is a commutative associative algebra, then H(A) = L(A), so A is admissible. Hence the conditions of the theorem hold for any ideal in a commutative associative algebra. If A is a commutative Jordan algebra, then L(A) is a Lie triple system, and H{A) -L(A) + [L(A), L(A)]. If, in addition, A has a unit element 1, then H(A) = L(A) 0 [L(A), L(A)]
We now present an example of a commutative Jordan algebra without unit element, which is admissible, but which has an ideal M which does not satisfy the conditions of the theorem. We consider three-by-three matrices over F, with e i3 denoting the usual matrix units. Consider the four-dimensional Jordan algebra A with basis e = e L1 + β 33 , x -e 12 , y = β 23 , z = e 13 , and multiplication ab + ba for a, be A.
L{A) is four-dimensional, with basis L(e), L(x), L(y), L(z). Let ϊ\ = [L(e), L(x)], T 2 = [L(β), L(y)]. T, and T 2 form a basis for [L(A), L(A)]. Let aL(e) + βL(x) + yL(y) + δL(z) = pT, + τT 2 .
Applying to e yields a = δ = 0, p = -/3, τ --7. Applying to x yields 7 = 0, and applying to y yields β = 0. Hence
Noting the other conditions of the theorem, A r = A/Jkf is not admissible as This follows since our example shows that the class of admissible algebras is not closed under homomorphic images.
The algebra A/M of the example is a commutative Jordan algebra which is not admissible. Another example would be the algebra with basis e = e n + e 22J x -e 21 , y = e 31 , z = β 32 , and multiplication ab + ba. In conclusion, it might be interesting to find an example of a commutative admissible algebra A with unit element with an ideal M which fails to satisfy the conditions of the theorem. Such an A eould not be a Jordan algebra or an associative algebra.
